Aftercare for all your tech
at home, work and on the move

Welcome to the
world of advanced
technology cleaning
AF International has been a leading manufacturer of specialist cleaning
products for the IT and Office Products Industry for over 40 years.
Our heritage and values
You can trace AF’s roots back over 40 years to the
birth of Automation Facilities and the manufacture
of effective specialist office cleaning products.
Today, AF International remains a family owned
business but is a global leader of specialist PC,
workstation, and tech cleaning products, with
manufacturing on three continents. From our Head
Office in Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire, we
export globally and have a growing presence in over
55 countries around the world.
We pride ourselves in offering a high quality product
choice backed by thorough research and development
to meet the needs of on-going market trends.

Trusted and recommended
AF International is a brand to be trusted, both
in terms of product and supply chain. Offering a
well-established strong brand image, we thrive on
providing first–class product choice to the global
market. Our unrivalled, very personal customer
service also extends to every corner of the world.
You can rely on our helpful, fully trained staff
to be up to speed with the latest technological
developments and cleaning solutions.
AF’s new packaging incorporates easily identifiable
colours and styles; the Core Range in traditional
blue and silver, the Capsule Whiteboard Range in
brilliant white and the Specialist Cleaning Range in
gunmetal grey livery. All AF International products
are manufactured at our BS EN ISO 9001:2008;
ISO 14001 and OHAS 18001 accredited factories.

Cleaning with confidence
Our comprehensive Core Range of cleaning products
include, spraydusters, screen cleaners, surface
cleaners, cloths and wipes, maintenance products and
kits, suitable for cleaning countless products in many
different environments. Exceptional results can be
expected from these products specifically formulated
for office and home workstation freshness.
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Our Capsule Whiteboard Range incorporates all
elements required to ensure that whiteboards
are well maintained and clean. In addition to our
more traditional ranges, we have progressed to
support the professional engineer with our range of
Specialist Cleaning. This range includes an innovative
collection of ATM/POS cleaning kits and PPE
sector maintenance in the form of hearing defender
cleaners and safety glasses wipes packed in sachets
and tubs. To view our capsule and specialist ranges
in full please see our additional two brochures
containing all information and products required for
whiteboard and specialist cleaning maintenance.
The AF product range has been carefully developed
by our Research and Development Team to
provide the very best in cleaning solutions. We
are committed to providing a strong selection of
products that make cleaning maintenance easy and
convenient for everyone. A regular cleaning regime
for specific equipment can prolong sustainability,
ultimately lowering costs.

The power to deliver on a global scale
AF International has a strategic network of
distributors throughout the world; our disciplined
network can offer all our customers genuine security
of supply. This robust supply chain ensures that we
can always respond promptly and deliver a bespoke
service, even when the unexpected happens.
Manufacturing on three continents also allows AF
International a strong supply chain as we can ensure
complete continuity of supply. We understand the
importance of relationships and the ability to supply
goods on time. Our customers are very important
to us, but your customers are also very important to
us too.

Our social responsibility
AF International recognises the importance of
Corporate Social Responsibility and is proud to work
with a number of charities around the world.
Barnardo’s in the UK are AF’s chosen charity.
Established for 150 years they work with over
100,000 children, young people and their families
running 960 vital services across the UK including
counselling for children who have been abused,
fostering and adoption services, and support for
families who have a disabled child.
Deutsches Kinderhilfswerk (Children’s charity of
Germany) fights for the rights of children tackling
poverty to give them equal opportunities through
a variety of activities in Germany.
The National Forest, located in the heart of
Leicestershire, (local to AF’s UK Headquarters),
is a charity and non-profit institution designed
to encourage forest related activities and tree
plantation to offset and reduce carbon emissions.
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AF in the environment
The world is changing and AF International is resolutely committed to an
ongoing sustainability programme, which means we aim to reduce, reuse,
rethink and recycle wherever possible.
Sustainable packaging
Commensurate with our research
and development programme for
new products, packaging is key in
terms of aesthetics, practicality and
recyclability. However, a ‘sustainable
packaging’ approach is also taken when reviewing
existing products. For example, where possible,
all AF aerosols have now moved to tin plate steel
as less energy is required to manufacture and the
scrap steel from these cans can be used in new
steel production.

Reducing C02 in aerosols

Our commitment to a more sustainable world
AF International are committed to promoting environmentally friendly products
and services in line with on-going changes in the world. Working across our
organisation. We aim to encourage recycling methods to our employees and the
businesses that we work with to promote a greener way of living and industry.
AF is currently working towards a target of zero waste to landfill as part of an
ongoing commitment to a greener future.

AF spraydusters are incredibly popular, however the
changing F-Gas Legislation relating to HFO gases
used in some spraydusters has been increasingly
restrictive over the past few years. AF International
commenced work on the world’s first active carbon
sprayduster (Sprayduster Zero™) prior to these
changes and as a consequence has already launched
an environmentally friendly solution in advance of
the ban on using HFO gases in spraydusters.

Formulated to be greener
As environmental concerns heighten, continued investment in Research and
Development allows AF to remain at the forefront of cleaning technology,
frequently exceeding customer expectations. Our in-house Technical Support
Team regularly review our cleaning concentrates and the chemicals used
therein with a clear objective: could this formulation be greener? AF is a
responsible manufacturer with a conscience and is steadfast in its commitment
to greener solutions for the future.
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Sprayduster ZERO™
Our ground-breaking active
carbon sprayduster.

Give your brand the power
of AF with ‘Private Label’
As Europe’s leading provider of office and specialist cleaning products
we understand the importance of brand image and product choice.
Our research and expertise is something to be relied
upon with strong effective results worldwide.
We know how significant brand image is and we
can work with you on any scale to create products,
packaging and distribution facilities at excellent value.
As AF is an established, powerful brand we
recognise the significance of protecting your brand
and adding value in the process.

Adding the power to your pocket
• High quality product choice
•	Innovative product’s through extensive research
and development
• Educational, research and consumer marketing
•	Designated account manager to work in partnership
•	Expertise of office, specialist and technology
cleaning supplies

Visit our website to discover more:
www.af-net.com
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home and office
The definition of an office has evolved in recent years and AF
International have developed a Core Range of products to meet all of
the needs of many different office working environments.
We are living in a world where an office comes in all shapes and sizes; it could be a call
centre, medical establishment or a home office. The changing nature of the office environment has prompted AF International to
develop cleaning products for multiple uses.
A wide selection of categories highlights the range of exceptional products
on offer. Including Spraydusters, Screen cleaning, Surface cleaning, Cleaning kits,
Cloths and Maintenance – the Core Range from AF International.

How dirty is your keyboard?
Try Ultraclene - we guarantee that
you will be shocked!

Ultraclene
What is lurking in
your keyboard? AF
Ultraclene kit tackles
every inch to find out.
It includes a wet wipe
to remove all unwanted
dirt and grime to be
used with the clever
cleaning tool, to reach
those difficult areas. Finish cleaning by using
the dry wipe to leave a fresh clean finish at
your fingertips.
ULT010

Hot Desk Kit
Brand new to the AF Core Range is the Hot Desk Kit; a cute
drawstring bag of essential cleaning products for hot desking
requirements. Quickly freshen up screens , phones and headsets
with these essential hot desking products, perfect for on the move.
In office environments hot desking is becoming increasingly popular
and this handy little kit cleans workstations in super quick time.
HDK000
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Smart Wipe
The new AF Smart Wipe
will revolutionise the world
of screen cleaning with
convenience at your fingertips.
Daily grease and fingerprints
on smartphones, screens,
tablets and even spectacles
is inevitable, but there is
a solution. This box of 10
individual dry wipe sachets
are super strong, washable
and will leave a ‘smear free’
sparkling finish to any screen.
SMARTWIPE10

Spraydusters
AF International’s core range of spraydusters are all non-flammable and have been designed to combat
dust and debris from inaccessible or hard to reach areas of equipment. There are a number of different
strengths available and a combination of invertible/non-invertible products.
The complete range of AF spraydusters is also fully compliant with the changing F-gas regulations
effective from 1st January 2018. The range also includes an innovative active carbon duster called
Sprayduster Zero™ with a GWP of just 1.

Sprayduster ZERO™

Sprayduster – non-invertible

Award winning and a world first.
Sprayduster ZERO™ is non-flammable,
invertible, has a GWP (global warming
potential) of just one, three different ‘blast’
strengths and zero odour. Fully Compliant
with the new F-Gas legislation. HFC free.

This powerful non-invertible HFC free
spray duster effectively removes dust and
dirt from keyboards, printers, computers and
more. Simple yet effective.

SDZ420D

SDU400D
SDU100

Sprayduster – invertible

Superduster – invertible

HFC free Invertible and non-flammable
sprayduster ideal for blasting dust and
debris from keyboards, computers, printers
and many more inaccessible areas. Can be
used at any angle for the delicate areas of
optical and electrical equipment.

AF’s highest powered HFC free sprayduster
benefits from being non-flammable,
odourless and invertible. Ideal for cleaning
dust and debris from inaccessible and hard
to reach areas.

SDU125D

SPDI200

SDU200D

Superduster

– non-invertible

This high powered HFC free sprayduster is
non-flammable and odourless and works
exceptionally well on keyboards and printers.
SPD300
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Screen cleaning range

Smart Wipe NEW!

AF International’s range of screen cleaning
products have been specifically developed to allow
quick cleaning and ensure a sparkling, smear free
finish. From wipes and sachets to our universal
screen cleaning products, AF has a solution for
every screen.

These super strong washable cloths are
the ideal solution for cleaning all forms
of smart technology in a home or office
environment, leaving screens sparkling.
Available in box of 10 individually packed
sachets.
SMARTWIPE10

Tech-Wipes
Handy pack of 25 impregnated wipes to keep your tech clean and
smear free. Ideal for when on the move. Packaged in an open display
box ideal for retail environments.
MTW025P

Smart-Cloths NEW!
3 large super soft, washable cloths perfect
for keeping all screens sparkling. Effectively
removes smears on larger screens as well as
smartphones, glass and tablets.
SMARTCLOTH3

Tech-Cloth
3 exceptionally soft microfibre cloths to remove
dust and greasy marks from many types of
screen to leave a shiny, sparkling finish.
TPC003

Multi-Screen Clene
A non-flammable, anti-static cleaning solution to ensure screen are
‘smear free’. Includes an AF microfibre washable cloth, it is the ideal
cleaning solution for smart technology TVs, TFT and LCD. Packaged
in retail euro hook blister pack. Also available in a pump spray bottle
with cloth contained in the lid.
MCA_200LMF & MCA_200MIF

Screen-Clene Duo
A handy cleaning duo featuring a wet
wipe impregnated with cleaning solution
and a dry wipe to dry the screen and
avoid water marks. Suitable for PC’s
TFT’s, LCDs and smart technology.
SCR020

Screen-Clene Tub and Sachets
A tub of screen cleaning wipes impregnated
with a gentle ‘non smear’ alcohol free solution.
In a convenient tub to lock in freshness. Also
available in a box of 100 individual sachets to
keep screens pristine.
SCR100T & SCS100

Screen-Clene
A 250ml universal screen cleaning solution
to use on smart TV’s, TFT and LCD. Gives
exceptional results when used with AF lint
free cloths.
SCS250
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Surface cleaning
Surfaces come in all shapes and sizes and are prey to unwanted dust and grime. Our surface cleaners
have been specifically formulated for use on a variety of different materials to provide quick and effective
cleaning solutions.

Foamclene
A powerful foaming cleaner that effectively
lifts grease and dirt from general external
surfaces leaving a clean result. HFC free.
FCL300

Ultraclene
A clever kit to remove dirt from keyboards for ultra-clean results.
An impregnated wipe to be used with the cleaning tool and soft dry
wipe to dry the surface.
ULT010

10
Maxiclene
Super strength, anti static surface cleaner
ideal for hot desking and home working
areas. Shake before use and spray directly
onto hard surfaces and remove with an
absorbent AF cloth. HFC free.
MXL400

PC-Clene
A general purpose tub of impregnated,
anti-static cleaning wipes for use on all
glass and plastic surfaces of pc and office
equipment. For best results use alongside
AF Safetiss to polish glass after cleaning.
PCC100

Phone-Clene
Desk telephone/hot desk wipes to effectively clean and refresh
telephones and headsets in your office environment. In a convenient
resealable tub of 100 wipes to lock in freshness.
PHC100T & PHC100
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Staticlene
An all-round general purpose surface
cleaner specially designed to remove
ingrained dirt from external plastic/
metal surfaces and computer and office
equipment. For best results use with
AF Safecloths or Safewipes.
STA250D

Labelclene
An effective solution to remove paper labels from wood, metal glass
and most plastics (test first). Available in a can with brush applicator
as well as a handy pen.
LCL200 & LCL012

Permanent Ink Remover
AF Permanent Ink Remover pen is a life-saving solution for
the removal of permanent ink accidents. Suitable for use on
non-readable side of CD’s and DVD’s, non-porous surfaces
and computer casing.
PIR012
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Headset Clene
Did you know the cleanliness of your headset can effect sound
quality? AF Headset clene is a handy impregnated wipe to be used
on ear/mouth of headset equipment. Simply wipe and go.
HSC050

Cloths
A selection of cloths and wipes are an essential part of cleaning maintenance. AF International offers
a selection of impregnated or dry cleaning wipes to give specialist equipment a pristine finish and work
hand in hand with our cleaning products.

Microfibre-Clene
Exceptionally soft and washable cleaning
cloth for removal of dust and greasy marks
from all touchscreen devices such as tablets,
smartphones, e-readers, GPS systems. Also
suitable for computer/laptop screens, TV’s,
glass and personal gaming devices.

Safecloths
AF Safecloths are a lint free, absorbent wipe with exceptional wet
and dry strength leaving no residue for effective cleaning results.
Can be used with many AF screen cleaning products.
SCH050

LMF001

Easy Clene Cloth
Super soft cleaning cloth for delicate
cleaning. For use wet or dry this removes
dust, fingerprints to leave a fresh finish.
XMIF001

Safepads
Soft lint free pads impregnated with 99.7% isopropyl alcohol which
evaporates rapidly leaving no residue. Ideal for cleaning all types of
read/write heads, edge connectors on PCB’s, transport rollers and
more. Available in packs of 10 or 100 wipes.
SPA010 & SPA100

Safetiss
Safetiss is an ideal solution for common spillages in general office
environments or home workstation cleaning. Provides a high quality
wet strength for exceptional absorbency. Safe to use on screens and
packaged in a dispenser box for convenience.
STI200

200

Safewipes
High quality cotton wipe for multiple uses; additive free, these are
an essential office or home workstation cleaning or drying cloth.
SWI400 – 100 x 100 mm
SWI100 – 230 X 230 mm
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Maintenance range
AF International understands the importance of regular equipment maintenance and have developed
a comprehensive range of service and maintenance products. Perfect for all office environments.

Platenclene

Isoclene
Pure isopropanol alcohol solution suitable for technical
maintenance of magnetic read/write heads. Use with an AF wipe
or bud for best results.

Platenclene cleaner effectively dissolves
ink stains and removes oil and grease
inevitably reducing paper jams on all types
of rubber roller equipment without leaving
any residue. Available in a non-flammable,
non-toxic pump spray bottle. Use with AF
Safecloths, Safetiss or Safebuds.
PCL100 & PCL01L

ISO250 & ISW100 & ISO01L

Foambuds
The extra-long 15cm plastic handle allows
access to hard to reach areas of equipment
with foam bud head for absorbent cleaning.
Use with AF cleaning solutions for best results.
Also available in packs of 25 impregnated
cleaning buds.
FBUIPA25

PC Buds

FBU100

A plastic spatula tipped with a wide flexible foam head for cleaning
keyboards and slots. Abrasion resistant material ensures the foam
can be used on many surfaces for thorough cleaning.
PCB025

Printclene
Multi use printer cleaning sheets designed
for the removal of toner and dirt from paths
and optics. For optimum results use after
each toner use.
PRI025

Safebuds

Tonerclene

A cotton bud cleaning stick ideal for cleaning magnetic read-write
heads, keyboards, ventilation grills and more. For best results use
with AF Foamclene, Isoclene or Headclene.

A resealable bag of 25 toner wipes.
This strong absorbent wipe is ideal for use
on cleaning common toner spillages.

SBU000

TOC025
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Head-Clene

Hand-Clene

Non-flammable pump action cleaning fluid
for magnetic read/write heads. Suitable
for use with AF cleaning wipes and card
cleaning products.

A convenient bottle of fragrance free
hand gel, to keep hands hygienic in any
environment. Contains a fast drying formula
that does not dry out the skin.

HCE250

HSG500

Kits
AF International have a wide selection of cleaning and maintenance kits to make office/home workstation
cleaning convenient and easy.

Hot Desk Cleaning Kit

Essential Cleaning Kit
A brand new essential cleaning kit contains everything to ensure
a clean and fresh workstation. Contains telephone and surface
cleaner, multi-screen cleaner, foam cleaning spray, 10 x lint free
cleaning cloths, a keyboard cleaning tool, Ultraclene sachets and
foam tipped buds.

The perfect hot desk cleaning kit for work or home office. This kit
contains soft chamois cloth, 50ml multi screen cleaning solution
and phone clene sachets all packed into a cute drawstring bag.
HDK000

ECK001

Inkjet Printer Cleaning Kit

Laser Printer & Fax Cleaning Kit
A maintenance kit for laser printers and plain paper fax machines
ensuring equipment is clean and free from streaks and toner
marks. This kit contains the powerful Foamclene, Printclene,
Tonerclene Cloths and Microwipes.

A compact kit containing everything
required to clean and maintain your
inkjet printer, inkjet fax machines, heads
rollers and case equipment. Foam tipped
spatulas, Ultraclene, cotton wipes, 30ml
roller fluid and 30ml cleaning fluid in one
simple kit.
IPK000

LFC000

Tech-Rescue Kit
A simple 3 step emergency rescue kit for
moisture damaged tech. Simply switch off
damaged tech, place in the rescue bag and
wait a minimum 48 hours for it to work.
TRK000MIN
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on the move
The ‘Smart’ revolution and organic growth in mobile technology
gadgets of all shapes and sizes demands smarter cleaning solutions.
AF International’s range of core cleaning products includes some
handy travel-friendly options.
Did you know?
The average person checks their phone 85
times a day. That’s a lot of fingerprints to
clean.
Tech-Wipes
A handy pack of 25 impregnated wipes ideal for removing fingerprints
and grease from many touch screen devices. Non-smear finish.
MTW025P

FACT
4 out of 5 adults now own a smartphone
Multi Screen-Clene - Travel Kit
A genius travel-friendly product ideal for keeping all screens
(including smart phones, tablets and e-readers) pristine whilst
travelling. A handy 25ml gentle, universal multi-screen clene
solution and cloth will easily remove any grease, fingerprints and
smears, giving a sparkling result.
XMCA25MF
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Tech-Wipes
Handy pack of 25 impregnated wipes to keep your tech clean
and smear free. Ideal for when on the move. Packaged in an
open display box ideal for retail environments.
MTW025P

Smart Wipes
Tech-Cloths
3 exceptionally soft and washable cleaning cloths for removing
dust and greasy marks from mobile technology. Gives excellent
results on tablets, smartphones and e readers.

NEW! Individually packed, super strong,
washable and re-usable wipes. Ideal for
cleaning all forms of smart technology.
SMARTWIPE10

TPC003

Multi Screen-Clene Travel Kit
Universal screen clean solution,
non-flammable with anti-static properties.
A travel-friendly bottle of cleaner plus a super
soft microfibre cloth for cleaning on the move.
XMCA25MF

Tech-Rescue Kit
A simple 3 step emergency rescue kit for
moisture damaged tech. Simply switch off
damaged tech, place in the rescue bag and
wait a minimum 48 hours for it to work.

Hand-Clene

TRK000MIN

A convenient travel-sized bottle of fragrance free, hygienic hand gel.
Contains a fast drying formula that does not dry out the skin. Also
avaliable in a pump bottle for workstation use.
HSG050
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